Conditional Chaperone-Client Interactions Revealed by Genetically Encoded Photo-cross-linkers.
The cell envelope is an integral and essential component of Gram-negative bacteria. As the front line during host-pathogen interactions, it is directly challenged by host immune responses as well as other harsh extracellular stimuli. The high permeability of the outer-membrane and the lack of ATP energy system render it difficult to maintain important biological activities within the periplasmic space under stress conditions. The HdeA/B chaperone machinery is the only known acid resistant system found in bacterial periplasm, enabling enteric pathogens to survive through the highly acidic human stomach and establish infections in the intestine. These two homologous chaperones belong to a fast growing family of conditionally disordered chaperones that conditionally lose their well-defined three-dimensional structures to exert biological activities. Upon losing ordered structures, these proteins commit promiscuous binding of diverse clients in response to environmental stimulation. For example, HdeA and HdeB are well-folded inactive dimers at neutral pH but become partially unfolded to protect a wide array of acid-denatured proteins upon acid stress. Whether these conditionally disordered chaperones possess client specificities remains unclear. This is in part due to the lack of efficient tools to investigate such versatile and heterogeneous protein-protein interactions under living conditions. Genetically encoded protein photo-cross-linkers have offered a powerful strategy to capture protein-protein interactions, showing great potential in profiling protein interaction networks, mapping binding interfaces, and probing dynamic changes in both physiological and pathological settings. Despite great success, photo-cross-linkers that can simultaneously capture the promiscuous binding partners and directly identify the interaction interfaces remain technically challenging. Furthermore, methods for side-by-side profiling and comparing the condition-dependent client pools from two homologous chaperones are lacking. Herein, we introduce our recent efforts in developing a panel of versatile genetically encoded photo-cross-linkers to study the disorder-mediated chaperone-client interactions in living cells. In particular, we have developed a series of proteomic-based strategies relying on these new photo-cross-linkers to systematically compare the client profiles of HdeA and HdeB, as well as to map their interaction interfaces. These studies revealed the mode-of-action, particularly the client specificity, of these two conditionally disordered chaperones. In the end, some recent elegant work from other groups that applied the genetically encoded photo-cross-linking strategy to illuminate important protein-protein interactions within bacterial cell envelope is also discussed.